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Travel Community is the product of Community and Tourism Resort. The 
development of Travel Community will affect the related stakeholders’ benefits. So, in 
order to realize the sustainable development of the Travel Community, we must 
coordinate the relationship of related stakeholders successfully. Many cases both 
domestic and abroad show that, the coordination of the related stakeholders’ benefit is 
the key point of the sustainable development of the Travel Community. 
Through literature reading, the thesis finds that the existed literature mostly 
studied the problem on the stand of sociology and anthropology. There are few papers 
studying the problem from the aspect of economy and management. And there is few 
papers study on the micro-mechanism of the Travel Community and the coordination 
of benefits of the related stakeholders. 
So, after differentiating the related stakeholders of the Travel Community, the 
thesis analyzes the benefits relationship of them through establishment of the object 
function, with the concept of Game Play.  It draws the conclusion that the related 
stakeholders affect and relay on each other, and their seeking the most benefits cause 
the conflicts. On the basis of the analysis, the thesis posed a benefit balance 
mechanism, including benefit expressing mechanism, coordinating mechanism and 
restraining mechanism, hoping that it would do good to the sustainable development 
of the travel community.  
At the end, the thesis use the benefit balance mechanism to analyze the problem 
existed in the development of the earth building of Yongding, in Fujian Province. The 
thesis posed suggestions like clearing property rights and responsibility of the related 
stakeholders, establishing communication platform and reasonable benefit distribution 
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第二章  研究文献综述 
第一节  相关概念界定 
一、社区 
早使用“社区”术语的是德国社会学家腾尼斯（1859～1936），他在 1887
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